Multicenter, prospective, comparative, randomized, double-blind clinical study comparing two botulinum toxin type A formulations registered in Brazil for the treatment of glabellar wrinkles
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Although there are differences arising from diverse formulations, botulinum toxin type A is widely marketed in Brazil.

Objective: To compare the efficacy and tolerability of two botulinum toxin type A formulations registered in Brazil: Botulinum toxin type A (Toxin 1) and Onabotulinumtoxin A (Toxin 2), in the treatment of glabellar expression lines through a multicenter prospective, comparative, randomized, double-blind study.

Methods: One hundred fifty-seven patients were randomized at a 1:1 (Toxin 1:Toxin 2) ratio for receiving 20U toxin for the treatment of the glabellum’s dynamic wrinkles. Photographic records were taken at maximum frowning in five protocol visits by independent evaluators. The assessment of results included: i) percentage of patients with improvement ≥ 1 point in the four-point facial wrinkles scale, at maximum frowning, fifteen days after the treatment; ii) improvement in the static glabellar wrinkles; iii) pain and iv) duration of effect of the toxin.

Results: According to the independent evaluators, two weeks after injection, the rate of response at maximum frowning was 98.4% in the group treated with Toxin 1 and 98.2% in the group treated with Toxin 2. For individuals who received Toxin 1, the authors found an effect’s duration of 84.5 ± 38.8 days, while for those who received Toxin 2, the effect’s duration was 89.9 ± 41.1 days (p = 0.4303).

Conclusions: Botulinum toxin type A (Toxin 1) and Toxin 2 have similar effectivenesses in the treatment of dynamic glabellar wrinkles. Both preparations were well tolerated.
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RESUMO

Introdução: Embora existam diferenças decorrentes de formulações diversificadas, a toxina botulínica tipo A é amplamente comercializada no Brasil.

Objetivo: Comparar a eficácia e a tolerabilidade de duas formulações de toxina botulínica A registradas no Brasil: toxina botulínica tipo A (denominada Toxina 1) e onabotulinumtoxin A (Toxina 2), no tratamento de linhas de expressão glaberares, por meio de um estudo multicêntrico, prospectivo, comparativo, randomizado e duplo-cego.

Métodos: 157 pacientes foram randomizadas em um 1:1 (Toxina 1:Toxina 2) para receber 20U de toxina para tratamento das rugas dinâmicas da glabella. Houve registro fotográfico em franzimento máximo, nas cinco visitas do protocolo, por avaliadores independentes. A avaliação dos resultados incluiu: percentagem de resposta de pacientes com melhora de ≥ 1 ponto em escala facial de rugas de quatro pontos, no máximo de franzimento após 15 dias de tratamento, melhora de rugas estáticas glaberares, dor e duração do efeito da toxina.

Resultados: Duas semanas após a injeção, a taxa de resposta ao máximo franzido era 98,4% no grupo tratado com Toxina 1 e 98,2% no grupo tratado com Toxina 2, segundo os avaliadores independentes. Encontramos, para os indivíduos que receberam Toxina 1, a duração do efeito de 84,5 ± 38,8 dias e de 89,9 ± 41,1 dias para aqueles que receberam Toxina 2 (p = 0,4303).

Conclusões: A toxina botulínica do tipo A denominada Toxina 1 é igualmente eficaz à denominada Toxina 2 no tratamento das rugas dinâmicas glaberares. Ambas as preparações foram bem toleradas.

Palavras-chave: toxina botulínica tipo A; rugas; Prosigne; Botox
INTRODUCTION

Botulinum neurotoxin inhibits the release of acetylcholine from the nerve endings, mainly acting on the cholinergic synapses. It is widely studied both in the basic sciences and in the medical specialties (dermatology, neurology, ophthalmology and others) for the treatment of diseases and numerous aesthetic corrections.

The seven different serotypes of botulinum neurotoxin (A–G) affect the human nervous system. However, type A preparations are commonly used in the clinical practice for their immunological profile, availability, duration, safety and efficacy. Due to the fact that they are biological products, the marketed formulations of botulinum neurotoxin type A can not be considered bioequivalent or generic. The variation among the various versions generates numerous controversies about the strengths, diffusion characteristics, pain on application, effect duration and other aspects. In this manner, many studies (experimental and/or clinical) are performed to elucidate these questions. Yet, there are not answers to all questions; Nonetheless, the studies that have already been published suggest that the toxins marketed in the medical segment are effective and safe, and despite these differences, it is possible to find conversion values among them, allowing their interchange in therapeutic practice.

The present study compares the efficacy and non-inferiority of the serotype A botulinum toxin Prosigne® (Toxin 1) with that of Botox® (Toxin 2), paralleling the clinical performance of different commercial applications, using a 1:1 conversion factor (Toxin 1:Toxin 2) for the treatment of dynamic glabellar wrinkles of healthy volunteers.

METHODS

Research subjects

All volunteers were recruited in three research centers: the Department of Dermatology of the Hospital das Clínicas da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo (FMUSP); Cosmiatry, Surgery and Oncology Unit (Unico), Department of Dermatology of the Escola Paulista de Medicina da Universidade Federal de São Paulo (EPM/Unifesp); and Kolderma Instituto de Pesquisa Clínica Ltda. After having read, understood and been clarified on doubts by the study’s researcher physicians, all patients included in the study signed a Free and Informed Term of Consent (FITC) before any procedure related to the study was performed. The study protocol and all material provided to patients were submitted and approved by the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of the participating centers. The present study followed the guidelines and the principles of good clinical practice standards, Brazilian National Health Council’s Resolutions 196/96, 251/97 and complementary ones, and the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, revised in 2000.

The criteria for inclusion were: healthy patients, aged between 35 and 50 years, female, Fitzpatrick’s skin phototypes I to IV, absence of previous use of injectable botulinum toxin, presence of dynamic glabellar wrinkles grades 2 or 3 (according to the four-point scale [0–3] glabellar wrinkles severity classification 25, and static glabellar wrinkles grades 1 or 2 at rest (using a similar rating scale). Exclusion criteria were: coagulation disorders, previous use of any formulation containing botulinum toxin, use of drugs that alter the coagulation during the seven days prior to inclusion in the study, aminoglycoside antibiotics, cyclosporine, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, use of D-penicillamine or any substance that interferes with neuromuscular transmission, infection at the injection site, hypersensitivity to botulinum toxin or any other component of the formulation, use of muscle relaxant medication one month before inclusion in the study, previous procedures in the glabellar region, hypermetabolism, previous neuromuscular disorder, pregnancy and lactation, history of adverse event to any drug included in this study, history of severe allergic episode, anaphylaxis, urticaria or urticaria lesion, Steven Johnson’s disease, participation in a current clinical study or in the 12 months prior to inclusion, or any condition that, according to the investigator physician, rendered the volunteer inadequate to the study.

Study design

A multicentric, comparative, randomized, double-blind, non-inferiority study was performed to compare two botulinum toxins type A, Prosigne® (Toxin 1) and Botox® (Toxin 2), in the treatment of dynamic wrinkles of the glabella, in the period 2012–2014.

The primary objective was the evaluation of the improvement of at least one point in the severity scale of dynamic glabellar wrinkles, through clinical examination and photographic analysis, 15 days after the application of Toxins 1 and 2, according to three independent physicians.

As secondary objectives, the following items were evaluated:

1) duration of the toxins’ effect in the treatment of glabellar dynamic wrinkles using photographic records at maximum frown, in five protocol visits (V), by independent evaluator physicians (effect duration defined as the maintenance of the improvement of at least one point on the glabellar wrinkles scale from V2 to V5);

2) evaluation of the improvement of at least one point on the severity of static glabellar wrinkles 120 days after (V5) the application of toxins 1 or 2;

3) tolerability to botulinum toxin type A using the pain visual analogue scale (VAS) immediately after the application of the toxin.

The pain VAS consists in a 100mm long horizontal straight line on which the patient marks a point representing the intensity of his or her instantaneous pain. Its ends (0 and 100) correspond to the absence of and maximum pain that the patient might feel, respectively. Values less than 30mm are deemed to represent mild pain; those between 31mm to 70mm represent moderate levels of pain; values greater than 71mm correspond to severe levels of pain.
All patients underwent detailed medical history analysis and clinical examination by trained dermatologist physicians, as well as evaluation of glabellar wrinkles at rest and in motion, according to a standardized frowning scale of the region, in five visits (Day 0 [V1], day 15 [V2], day 60 [V], day 90 [V4], and day 120 [V5]). The severity assessment of dynamic glabellar wrinkles was performed using a four-point severity scale (A = 0 [absence of wrinkles], B = 1 [mild wrinkles]; C = 2 [moderate wrinkles], D = 3 [severe wrinkles]).

Standardized digital photographic records were taken (at rest and at maximum frowning) for each patient, aimed at comparing and evaluating the treatment’s clinical response and side effects. The following tasks were carried out during the visits: classification of the wrinkles’ severity, evaluation of the pain sensation on injection, and evaluation of patient satisfaction after the treatment. The study’s flowchart is shown in Figure 1.

Randomization of patients
The patients were divided randomly into two groups, each receiving either Toxin 1 or Toxin 2, at the 1:1 ratio (one Prosigne® unit corresponding to one Botox® unit). The randomization was performed in blocks of four, using the Random Allocation Software 1.0 to allocate patients in groups.

Intervention
Each patient received a total dose of 20U of Toxin 1 or Toxin 2, in a random manner, in the glabella region (at V1).

Medicaments and injections
Toxin 1: Prosigne® (Cristália, SP, Brazil), 50U botulinum toxin type A with excipient (gelatin, dextran and sucrose). Toxin 2: Botox® (Allergan Inc., Irvine, CA, USA), 100U botulinum toxin type A with excipient (human albumin and sodium chloride). Both toxins were vacuum-packaged in sterile vials. Before dilution and application of the injection, the products were kept in the refrigerator at a temperature between 2°C and 8°C.

The toxins’ vials were reconstituted immediately before the application. Toxin 1: 50U toxin 1, 0.5ml 0.9% sterile saline without preservatives, with a final dilution of 1U/0.1ml. Toxin 2: 100U toxin 2, 1ml 0.9% sterile of saline without preservatives, with a final dilution of 1U/0.1ml.

The Toxin 1 and Toxin 2 vials were reconstituted by a researcher physician, who aspirated 20 units of each product using 1ml capacity BD syringes with short needles, and delivered them to the second researcher, who performed the injections of the already diluted toxins unknowingly which product was in the syringe. The applicator physician injected the product in the volunteer’s glabella according to the following protocol: 4U dose of botulinum toxin per point of injection in the treatment site (2 points in the corrugator muscles, 2 points in the orbicularis oculi muscle, and 1 point in the procerus muscle, totaling 5 points and 20U in the glabella region) (Figure 2).

Reporting adverse events
The patients were instructed to observe and report any secondary effects (duration and severity, for instance) following the injection session (V1) and at each follow-up visit (V2 to V5). They were also questioned about the presence of pain in the injection area, hematomas or any other unusual observation worth noting.

Analysis carried out by independent evaluator physicians
Three independent evaluators analyzed all photographs taken during the study and rated the severity of the glabellar wrinkles according to scale standardized for the present study. In cases of partial discrepancy in the assessment carried out by the
three evaluator physicians, the patient was rated according to the majority’s assessment. When there was total discrepancy between evaluations, the lowest rating was considered for the analysis of effectiveness.

Statistical study: sample size and data analysis

The sample size estimation formula for percentages of two parallel samples was used to demonstrate the non-inferiority, with a prefixed error $\beta = 20\%$ (Software: nQuery 4.0 PTE01a). In order to demonstrate the non-inferiority of the test substance (Toxin 1), a value was chosen that represented the greatest difference without meaning inferiority with respect to the reference product (Toxin 2), i.e. the greatest clinically acceptable difference (non-inferiority margin). Assuming that the real difference between the groups was equal to 0, with a 15% non-inferiority margin, a 5% significance and a 95% percentage of answers 15 days after the application of the products, 100 evaluable patients (50 in each group) would be enough to demonstrate Toxin 1’s non-inferiority as compared to Toxin 2 for the treatment of dynamic glabellar wrinkles. Considering that possible follow up losses and other protocol violations could occur in 20% of cases, recruited at least 120 individuals. The statistical analysis was performed with the Statistica software, using the unpaired parametric t-test and ANOVA (repeated measures’ variance analysis in one factor and nonparametric Chi-square/Fisher tests, with a 5% significance level).

The homogeneity was assessed using the Levene and Tukey’s unequal N HSD tests for posthoc comparisons. The sphericity was taken into account in the ANOVA calculation (Greenhouse/Geisser & Huynh/Feldt adjustments and Mauchley’s test). Although this was not provided in the ANOVA’s application protocol, a decision was made for using it, in order for the significance did not become inflated.

The confidence interval (95% CI) of the difference in the proportion of answerers in the two groups (improvement of at least one point in the severity of glabellar dynamic wrinkles 15 days) was used to demonstrate the non-inferiority. The confidence interval (95% CI) for the difference in the proportion of answerers was also calculated (improvement of at least one point in the severity of static glabellar wrinkles after 120 days).

RESULTS

One hundred and fifty-eight female patients, aged from 35 to 50 years (median = 45 years) were included. Of these, one was excluded before the randomization and did not receive the application due to the fact she was younger than 35. As a result, 157 research subjects were randomized to receive treatment with Toxin 1 or 2. There were six losses of follow up on Visit 2 (V2) (1 linked to Toxin 1 and 5 linked to Toxin 2), because of the patients’ difficulty to attend visits on the dates preset in the protocol. From V2 (15 days) to V6 (120 days), there were 16 follow up losses due to missed visits (patients were unreachable or could not follow the study’s schedule). One hundred nineteen patients completed the study (56 and 63 in the research arms Toxin 1 and Toxin 2, respectively). (Figure 1)

The sample was homogeneous regarding the biodemographic data, with absence of differences between the two groups. The average age was 43.9 years for group Toxin 1 and 43.7 years for group Toxin 2.

Primary objective’s results

According to the opinion of the independent evaluators, both Toxin 1 and Toxin 2 were significantly effective in improving at least one point in the severity of the dynamic glabellar wrinkles 15 days after the application (Figure 3). In the present study, 98.4% and 98.2% of individuals achieved this goal in the groups Toxin 1 and Toxin 2, respectively, according to the per protocol (PP) analysis, 95% CI = [-4.8% to 4.4%]; and 97.1% and 91.0%, 95% CI = [-13.9 to 1.9%], respectively, according to the intent to treat (ITT) analysis. It was already expected that the difference between answerers of the two products would be less than 15%, which in fact was observed with the 95% CI in the PP and ITT analyses, meaning that Toxin 1 was not inferior to Toxin 2, regarding their effect on dynamic glabellar wrinkles. Likewise, the evaluation of the study’s investigators found 98.4% 95 and 95.5% of patients, regarding Toxins 1 and 2 respectively, with an improvement of at least one point on the severity of dynamic glabellar wrinkles. The opinions of the independent evaluators and study’s researchers coincided in 89.7% of cases receiving Toxin 1 and in 92% of those receiving Toxin 2 (Figure 4).
Secondary objectives’ results

One of the secondary objectives was to evaluate the improvement of at least one point on the scale of severity of static glabellar wrinkles 120 days after the application of the toxin, according to the evaluation of three independent evaluator physicians. Only 7 patients (10.8%) in the Toxic 1 group and 12 (17.9%) in Toxic 2 group had this level of improvement, with absence of statistically significant differences between them. In the opinion of the study’s researchers, this improvement was 44.9% and 53.9% in Toxic 1 and 2 groups, respectively, with absence of statistical difference between the groups. The opinions of the study’s researchers and those of the independent evaluators coincided in 58.2% of cases receiving Toxic 1 and in 46.2% of those receiving Toxic 2 (Figure 5).

The second secondary objective was to evaluate the duration of the botulinum toxin’s effect in dynamic wrinkles on maximum frown, according the evaluation of photographs carried out by the independent evaluators, verifying for how long the improvement of at least one point on the scale of glabellar wrinkles remained. For the patients who received Toxic 1, the present study found that toxin’s effect duration was 84.5 ± 38.8 days, and 89.9 ± 41.1 days for those who received Toxic 2, with no statistically significant difference (p = 0.4303). In the opinion of the study’s researchers, the toxin duration for dynamic wrinkles was 76.8 ± 46.6 and 88.1 ± 43.6 days for Toxic 1 and 2 groups, also with absence of statistically significant difference between the groups (p = 0.1455-ns) (Figure 6).

Aiming at achieving the third secondary objective, the authors of the present article studied the tolerability of the medication during the injection of Toxins 1 and 2, using a visual analogue scale (VAS) of pain immediately after the toxin application. There was absence of difference between the groups (p = 0.2839-ns). Likewise, there was no difference between the two products (p = 0.4805-ns) regarding pain at the end of the day on which the toxin was applied (Table 1).

Adverse events experienced by individuals in both groups did not differ significantly (p = 0.4507-ns) and 44.4% and 66.7% were of mild intensity, while 54.2% and 33.3% were moderate, in Toxic 1 and Toxic 2 groups, respectively. Most adverse events, such as mild pain, erythema and self-limited bleeding at the injection site, were not serious and improved spontaneously.

DISCUSSION

Serotype A botulinum toxin is a well-established option for the treatment of dynamic wrinkles of the face. The crystalline form of botulinum toxin type A has been introduced in the medical practice in 1980, for the treatment of strabismus. Since then numerous other indications have arisen, including blepharospasm, facial spasm, spasticity and diverse cosmetic uses such as dynamic facial wrinkles and hyperhidrosis (axillae, palms and other locations). 1, 3-11, 15-18

Botox® (onabotulinumtoxina A - BoNT/A) is produced in Ireland by Allergan Pharmaceuticals Ireland. In Brazil, it is imported and distributed by Allergan Produtos Farmacêuticos Ltda., São Paulo. It was the first toxin type to be marketed for cosmetic purposes and serves as a baseline in the comparison of efficacy among toxins type A. In 1988, the research team at the Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products produced and made available a highly pure and stable Chinese botulinum toxin type A, under the trade name BTX-A®.

In 1997, after pre-clinical and clinical studies, the People’s Republic of China’s National Committee for Drug Evaluation
approved its use for medical treatment, specifically for: hemifacial spasm, blepharospasm and strabismus. 5-9 In Brazil, the National Health Surveillance Agency (ANVISA) approved BTX-A® for clinical use in 2003, and for cosmetic use in 2005, under the trade name Prosigne®. The product is currently marketed in Brazil (by Cristália Produtos Químicos Farmacêuticos Ltda., São Paulo) and in many European countries, Asia and America.

Botulinum toxins are biological products, meaning that the concept of bioequivalence of different formulations does not apply; nevertheless it is possible to interchange commercial formulations among them in light of the results of comparative clinical trials of these different products. In this manner, the present study provided valuable data for the understanding of the botulinum toxin type A Prosigne® (Toxin 1) in comparison to that marketed under the trade name Botox® (Toxin 2).

**FIGURE 4:** Graphic representation of the primary objective of the study: improvement of at least one point on the severity scale of dynamic glabellar wrinkles 15 days after the application of the toxin, according to the evaluation of three independent physicians (outline highlighted in orange). The evaluation of the study’s researchers is also depicted.

**FIGURE 5:** First secondary objective’s results (highlighted in orange): improvement of at least one point on the severity scale of static glabellar wrinkles 120 days after the injection of the toxins, without statistically significant difference between them. The study’s researcher physicians’ evaluation is also depicted.

**FIGURE 6:** Second secondary objective’s results (highlighted in orange): duration (in days) of the toxins effect in the dynamic wrinkles, on maximum frown, based on the photographic evaluation performed by the independent evaluator physicians, verifying the duration of the improvement of at least one point on the scale of glabellar wrinkles, without statistically significant difference. The study’s researcher physicians’ evaluation is also depicted (days are also highlighted in orange).
The present study achieved its primary objective of improvement of at least one point on the severity scale of glabellar dynamic wrinkles, 15 days after the injection of Toxin 1 or 2, according to the evaluation of three independent physician evaluators. In this way, 15 days after the treatment, both toxins were significantly effective in improving at least one point on the severity scale of dynamic glabellar wrinkles, according to the opinion of the independent evaluators and the study’s researchers. It was expected that the difference between answerers in the two groups would be less than 15%, a fact that materialized in light of the 95% CI, both in the PP and in the ITT populations. In addition, the fact that there was agreement between the evaluations of the independent evaluators and that of the study’s researchers stands out.

Moreover, the study brought other relevant information to light linked to the fact that one of the secondary objectives was to evaluate the improvement of at least one point on the severity scale of static glabellar wrinkles, 120 days after the toxin application, according to the evaluation of three independent physician evaluators.

The second secondary objective was to evaluate the duration of the botulinum toxin effect in dynamic wrinkles on maximum frown through the independent analysis of photographs by independent physicians, verifying the duration of the improvement of at least one point on the severity scale of glabellar wrinkles. On this front, there was no statistically significant difference, in the opinion of both the study’s researchers and the independent evaluators.

The third secondary objective was to evaluate the tolerability to the medications during the injection of Toxins 1 and 2, according to a pain VAS, immediately after the application of the toxin. No difference was observed between the groups. Also, no difference was evidenced between the two products regarding the pain sensation at the end of the day on which the application of the toxin was performed.

Adverse events experienced by individuals did not differ significantly between the two groups. Most were not serious, being of mild or moderate intensity. Among them were mild pain, erythema and self-limiting bleeding in the injection site, which improved with local manual compression. This is aligned with events that have been observed in several studies, in which the intramuscular injection of any substance possibly caused local pain, abnormal sensitivity to compression, hematoma or ecchymosis formation and/or local injury. These are all mild and expected events.

The present study’s findings, together replicate the results of other controlled clinical studies comparing Botox® and Prosigne®, showing that the formulations are equivalent in the treatment of blepharospasm and hemifacial spasm, cervical dystonia, hyperactivity of the detrusor muscle and spasticity. 18, 20, 22-24

CONCLUSION

The results of the comparative analyses have shown that Toxins 1 and 2 are equally effective and safe in improving at least one point on the severity scale of dynamic glabellar wrinkles 15 days after the application, in the opinion of both the study researchers and the independent evaluator physicians.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual Analogue Scale of pain (cm)</th>
<th>PROSIGNE</th>
<th>BOTOX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At the end of the day on which the toxin was applied</td>
<td>N=69</td>
<td>N=67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± standard deviation (Median)</td>
<td>0,64 ± 1,46 (0,0)</td>
<td>0,49 ± 1,07 (0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min - Max</td>
<td>0 - 7</td>
<td>0 - 5,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$t = 0,71 \ p=0,4805-ns$
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